September 19, 2013

MEMORANDUM

TO:

The Buildings and Grounds Committee:
Timothy B. Robertson, Chair
Hunter E. Craig
Helen E. Dragas
Kevin J. Fay
Frank E. Genovese
William H. Goodwin Jr.
John A. Griffin
John L. Nau III
George Keith Martin, Ex Officio
Timothy Beatley, Faculty Consulting Member
and
The Remaining Members of the Board and Senior Advisor:
Frank B. Atkinson
Blake E. Blaze
Allison Cryor DiNardo
Marvin W. Gilliam Jr.
Victoria D. Harker

Bobbie G. Kilberg
Stephen P. Long, M.D.
Edward D. Miller, M.D.
Linwood H. Rose
Leonard W. Sandridge Jr.

FROM:

Susan G. Harris

SUBJECT:

Minutes of the Meeting of the Buildings and Grounds
Committee on September 19, 2013

The Buildings and Grounds Committee of the Board of Visitors of
the University of Virginia met, in Open Session, at 1:30 p.m., on
Thursday, September 19, 2013, in the Board Room of the Rotunda;
Timothy B. Robertson, chair, presided.
Hunter E. Craig, Helen E. Dragas, Kevin J. Fay, Frank E.
Genovese, William H. Goodwin Jr., John A. Griffin, John L. Nau III,
and George Keith Martin, Rector, were present.
Present as well were Leonard W. Sandridge Jr., Patrick D. Hogan,
John D. Simon, Susan G. Harris, Donna Price Henry, R. Edward Howell,
Colette Sheehy, David J. Neuman, and McGregor McCance.
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Mr. Robertson opened the meeting by asking Ms. Sheehy, Vice
President for Management and Budget, to present the consent agenda.
Consent Agenda: Architect/Engineer Selection, Hospital 7th and 8th Floor
Improvements
Ms. Sheehy stated that the proposed program for renovating the 7th
and 8 floors of the University Hospital includes renovation and
expansion of the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU); establishment
of a new step-down Pediatric Intermediate Care Unit; upgrades to, and
incorporation of new, Children’s Hospital support facilities
(including play space, classrooms, and educational spaces); renovation
to Women’s Health triage and Labor and Delivery rooms; fully renovated
Newborn Observation and Procedure area; and incorporation of
established Children’s Hospital graphics, finishes, and theme into
existing 7th and 8th floors. Further, Ms. Sheehy recommended the
selection of HKS, Inc., architects from Richmond, Virginia, for this
contract. She noted the firm is nationally recognized in medical
facilities planning and design and has a significant portfolio of
successful women’s and children’s clinical projects.
th

On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
APPROVAL OF ARCHITECT/ENGINEER SELECTION, HOSPITAL 7TH AND 8TH FLOOR
IMPROVEMENTS
RESOLVED, HKS, Inc. of Richmond, Virginia, is approved for
performance of architectural services for the Hospital 7th and 8th Floor
Improvements project.
Consent Agenda: Architect/Engineer Selection, Facilities Management Shop
Support/Office Building
Ms. Sheehy stated a two-story, 14,000 GSF building will be
located west of the Leake Building at 575 Alderman Road in an area
currently housing a swing space trailer and garage buildings. The
upper level of the proposed building will house office space for
Contract Administration (currently off-site) and Project Management,
while the lower level will house shop space. Like the Leake building
and Lacy Hall, this structure will be built into a slope, with the
upper level at grade on the south side (Leake Drive) and the lower
level at grade with the north side (Facilities Management yard). A
covered or enclosed connection between the upper level of the new
building and the existing Leake building will be provided. She
recommended the selection of Bowie Gridley Architects of Washington,
D.C., for this contract. This firm is on a term services agreement
for architectural design with the University of Virginia. The firm
has also successfully completed both the Claude Moore Nursing
Education Building (2008) and the major renovations to McLeod Hall
(2009-2011).
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On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
APPROVAL OF ARCHITECT/ENGINEER SELECTION, FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SHOP
SUPPORT/OFFICE BUILDING
RESOLVED, Bowie-Gridley, of Washington, DC, is approved for
performance of architectural services for the Facilities Management Shop
Support/Office Building.
Consent Agenda: Demolition of Facilities Management Landscape Shop
Ms. Sheehy said the landscape shop is located within the
Facilities Management complex located on Alderman Road. The facility,
a metal structure, is in poor condition and no longer in use. The
structure previously housed the lock and landscape shop offices and
was also used for the storage of materials and equipment. The lock
shop has relocated to Lacy Hall and the landscape shop has moved to a
new facility. She noted demolition of the structure will provide for
additional service vehicle parking and the staging of materials and
equipment used by Facilities Management personnel on a daily basis.
On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
APPROVAL OF DEMOLITION OF FACILITIES MANAGEMENT LANDSCAPE SHOP (#2070243)
WHEREAS, the Facilities Management Landscape Shop, #207-0243, is a
structure in poor condition, and occupies valuable real estate which can
be used for additional parking and the staging of equipment and
materials; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Management Agreement, dated November 15,
2005, by and between the Commonwealth of Virginia
and The Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, as amended,
subject to review by the Art and Architectural Review Board and the
Department of Historic Resources and compliance with such general laws
as may be applicable, the Board of Visitors is authorized to approve the
demolition of University buildings;
RESOLVED, the demolition of the Landscape Shop #207-0243 is
approved by the Board of Visitors, pending approval by the
Commonwealth’s Art and Architectural Review Board and the
Department of Historic Resources, and compliance with such general laws
as may be applicable; and
RESOLVED FURTHER, the Executive Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer is authorized, on behalf of the University, to approve and
execute such documents and to take such other actions necessary and
appropriate in connection with seeking required state approvals and
contracting in compliance with general laws for the demolition of the
Landscape Shop #207-0243.
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Action Item: Concept, Site, and Design Guidelines, Facilities Management
Shop Support/Office Building
Mr. Neuman said the project involves constructing a combination
office and shops building as part of a larger effort to update
workspace, reorganize its work yard, and provide many in-house services
more efficiently and professionally. They received Project Approval
from the Board of Visitors in May 2013. Two recent space needs studies
indicated poor shop space conditions and significant space shortages.
This proposed building is the last of several projects to address
currently inadequate facilities, and will allow Facilities Management to
consolidate services from multiple locations and enable removal of
several temporary and/or deteriorated structures. The two-story, 14,000
GSF building will be located west of the Leake Building at 575 Alderman
Road on a site currently occupied by a ‘swing-space’ trailer and an
older garage. Both of these facilities must be removed from the
proposed site. The garage (Building #207-0230) is temporarily shored up
and is a structural hazard. The upper level of the proposed building
will house office space for Contract Administration (currently off-site
in leased space) and Project Management while the lower level will house
shop space. Like the Leake Building and Lacy Hall, this structure will
be built into a slope, with the upper level at grade on the south side
(Leake Drive) and the lower level at grade with the north side (work
yard). A covered or enclosed connection between the upper level of the
new building and the existing Leake Building upper level will be
provided. Mr. Neuman reviewed the site and design guidelines with the
committee.
On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
APPROVAL OF CONCEPT, SITE, AND DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT SHOP SUPPORT/OFFICE BUILDING
WHEREAS, the West Garage (#207-0230) is located on the site chosen
for the new Facilities Management Shop Support/Office Building; and due
to its age and structural condition is no longer being used; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Management Agreement, dated November 15,
2005, by and between the Commonwealth of Virginia and The Rector and
Visitors of the University of Virginia, as amended, subject to review by
the Art and Architectural Review Board and the Department of Historic
Resources and compliance with such general laws as may be applicable,
the Board of Visitors is authorized to approve the demolition of
University buildings;
RESOLVED, the demolition of the structure is approved by the Board
of Visitors, pending approval by the Commonwealth’s Art and
Architectural Review Board and the Department of Historic Resources and
compliance with such general laws as may be applicable; and
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RESOLVED, the Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
is authorized, on behalf of the University, to approve and execute such
documents and to take such other actions as necessary and appropriate in
connection with seeking required state approvals and contracting in
compliance with general laws for the demolition of the West Garage #2070230; and
RESOLVED FURTHER, the concept, site, and design guidelines, dated
September 2013, prepared by the Architect for the University for
construction of the Facilities Management Shop Support/Office Building
are approved; and
RESOLVED FURTHER, the project will be presented for further review
at the schematic design level of development.
Action Item: Nitrogen Footprint Reduction Plan with 2013 Sustainability
Report
Mr. Neuman reiterated that in June 2011, the Buildings and
Grounds Committee approved the U.Va. Sustainability Commitment. The
greenhouse gas reduction goal was recommended by the University
Committee on Sustainability, based on information gained from part one
of the Environmental Footprint Reduction Plan (EFRP) and from the
Renewable and Innovative Energy Technologies Study. Part 2 of the
four-part EFRP recommends a reduction target for the University’s
nitrogen footprint and a strategy to reach that goal.
Mr. Neuman then introduced Cheryl Gomez, the director of Energy
and Utilities. Ms. Gomez described the University as a “living
laboratory” for various sustainability initiatives involving energy,
water, recycling, and engagement. She introduced University students
Cassie Cosans and Trent Litsch to discuss their summer sustainability
projects.
Mr. Neuman said the proposal is to amend the June 2011
Sustainability Commitment, as approved by the Board of Visitors, to
include a measurable goal for the reduction of the University’s
nitrogen footprint. The reduction target is recommended by the
University Committee on Sustainability and has been endorsed by
Student Council, Faculty Senate, General Faculty Council, and the
employee councils.
Actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are synergistic with
nitrogen reduction actions. As a result, the Nitrogen Footprint
Reduction Plan (NFRP) does not recommend additional actions to reduce
UVA’s energy consumption beyond those identified in previous studies
used to support the greenhouse gas reduction goal. Instead, the NFRP
recommends actions to reduce the University’s nitrogen footprint in
areas of food production and consumption. James Galloway, Professor
of Environmental Sciences, whose research focuses on nitrogen cascade
and its resultant impact on ozone depletion and consequential global
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impacts, along with Allison Leach, a graduate student, spoke to the
committee about reactive nitrogen and its effects on the environment.
Ms. Leach explained strategies to reduce the amount of reactive
nitrogen.
On motion, the committee approved the following resolution:
APPROVAL OF NITROGEN FOOTPRINT REDUCTION PLAN
WHEREAS, The Board of Visitors approved the Sustainability
Commitment on June 10, 2011 which reiterated the University’s
leadership role to promote sustainability; and
WHEREAS, the University of Virginia has taken a leadership role
in research and education on the impacts of reactive nitrogen on the
environment;
RESOLVED, Points 1 and 2 of the June 10, 2011 Sustainability
Commitment are amended to read:
1. The University of Virginia will undertake to reduce both
annual greenhouse gas emissions and the amount of reactive nitrogen
lost to the environment to levels 25% below year 2009 amounts by the
year 2025.
2. The University will utilize the highest standards of
environmental stewardship and resource conservation and will address
other areas of concern beyond greenhouse gas emissions and nitrogen,
such as waste, water, stream and river protection, noise and light
pollution, open space protection, and conservation of the historical
and cultural legacy of the community.
Design Review Item: Schematic Design Review of the Education Resource
Center
Mr. Neuman said the original program for the Education Resource
Center (ERC) included new space for graduate medical education and
outpatient pharmacy services that will strategically locate these
services in a visible and central site adjacent to parking and
convenient to patients, visitors, and staff. Recent planning efforts,
including the Health System Strategic Plan and the Emergency
Department programming, have identified the need to relocate and
expand the outpatient imaging services currently housed in the MRI
pavilion adjacent to the Emergency Department entrance. The current
ERC project provides the opportunity to combine these activities in a
centrally located, modern clinical facility, improving patient access.
Additionally, the ERC project enables future development to the east
of the Main Hospital by replacing the existing MRI facility with
dedicated space in the ERC, thus allowing that site to be cleared for
other uses.
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He also noted the ERC project will provide approximately 3035,000 GSF of space for graduate medical education, an outpatient
pharmacy, and an outpatient imaging center. These functions are
directly responsive to the Health System’s stated mission to provide
excellence and innovation in the care of patients, the training of
health professionals, and the sharing of health knowledge. It
provides new conferencing space for resident and patient education and
much needed dedicated resident workspace. The approved project site
is between the Emily Couric Clinical Cancer Center (ECCCC) and the new
elevator and stair tower for the Lee Street Garage, providing
convenient access for patients and staff.
The design team led by CO Architects, in collaboration with the
Architect for the University and representatives of the Health System
and Facilities Management, has developed a schematic design. Mr. Neuman
reviewed the design with the committee.
- - - - - - - - Report by the Vice President for Management and Budget
Ms. Sheehy reported on several recently completed projects. She
said often the Board is involved in the beginning stages of a project
but fails to see the end results. For this reason, she showed several
pictures of the Lile-Maupin House, Tuttle-Dunnington House, and
Shannon House located in the Alderman Road residence hall complex; the
Phase I renovation of New Cabell Hall; the University Hospital Lobby;
and Lee Street Connective Elements.
Ms. Sheehy noted that under the University’s Management Agreement
with the Commonwealth, her office has delegated authority to employ a
University Building Official whose responsibility it is to ensure that
buildings are code compliant. Elaine Gall, the building official,
reports to the Board although operationally she works through the Vice
President for Management and Budget. Annually, the building official
provides a report summarizing the activities of the office during the
previous fiscal year. Ms. Gall provided a brief summary of last
fiscal year’s work. She noted her work to reduce the number of
resubmittals, but said the number of permits has increased. This is
due to issuing more partial permits to expedite the building
processes. Her full report is available in the appendix.
- - - - - - - - Report by the Architect for the University
Mr. Neuman reported on several historic preservation projects,
specifically updates on the Phase 1 status of the Rotunda Renovations.
Mr. Newman noted the first phase of the Rotunda Renovations is nearing
completion with only the final painting of the new roof yet to be
finished. He showed a number of photos of the construction work. The
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painting of the copper roof has been awaiting cooler, drier weather.
Work involving restoration of windows, masonry, and stone elements of
the original Jeffersonian era drum and the portico pilasters has been
finished.
Mr. Neuman reported on planning for Phase II of the Rotunda
renovations, sharing information on the proposed interior and exterior
modifications. Design development drawings and specifications are now
being completed and Mr. Neuman shared images of these plans with the
committee. These documents cover all remaining scope within the $51.6
million project and will be submitted to the State Bureau of Capital
Outlay Management for their review and comment. Mr. Neuman noted this
review is required because approximately $26.8 million is derived from
state funding. Several items of interest, including new first to
second floor stairs and reinstallation of the north portals to the
courtyards, were presented to the committee. Additionally, a new
subterranean mechanical room and service area with reoriented elevator
lobbies will allow for better event planning and handicap
accessibility, according to Mr. Neuman. Mr. Neuman did not ask the
committee to approve these proposed renovations, and no action was
taken to approve the proposals as presented.
On motion, the meeting was adjourned at 2:50 p.m.
- - - - - - - - - SGH:ddr
These minutes have been posted to the University of Virginia’s Board
of Visitors website.
http:/www.virginia.edu/bov/buildingsgroundsminutes.html
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University of Virginia
Current Capital Planning Studies

Project

Inactiv
e

Comments

Academic Division / Agency 207
Student Residence: "Sustainability House"
Expansion to Aquatics Facility / Swim Team
Facilities
Contemplative Sciences Center

X
X
Studying Options /
Fundraising
Studying Options
Studying Options
Initial Programming
Initial Programming

UVA Tennis Center
Psychology Research Facility
Student Health Center Addition
McCormick Road Student Residences Renewal

Medical Center / Agency 209
Emergency Department Expansion / Main
Hospital Expansion
Health System Rehab & Recreation Building
Psychiatry Clinic Building
Hospital Renovations to Floors 7 and 8,
Women's and Children's Center

University of Virginia / College at
Wise / Agency 246

Initial Programming
X
X
Architect Selection
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
ARCHITECT/ENGINEER SELECTION FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS $5 MILLION
PERIOD ENDED September 30, 2013

Project
Transportation
Planning and
Engineering
Service Term
Contract
Transportation
Planning and
Engineering
Service Term
Contract

Selection
Date
August 26,
2013

August 26,
2013

A/E Selected

OR

LESS

Description

Kimley-Horn
5-yr term
Virginia Beach, V contract
$500,000/yr

Vanasse Hangen Br 5-yr term
Richmond, VA
contract
$500,000/yr
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Professional and Construction-Related Non-Professional Services Contracts
Quarter Ended June 30, 2013

# Professional Contracts by FY
350

324

319
300
249

# of Contracts

250

256

255

211
200

150

136

Total Virginia Contracts

135

Total Out-of-State Contracts

100

89

78

82

78
61

50

44

0
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010

FY Period

2010 2011

2011 -2012 7/1/2012 6/30/13
(FYTD)
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Professional and Construction-Related Non-Professional Services Contracts
Quarter Ended June 30, 2013

Professional Contract Fees by FY
$35.0
$30.2

$30.0

Million $'s

$25.0
$18.9

$20.0
$15.0

Total Virginia Contracts (M)
$10.4

$10.0

$9.0
$7.8

$8.3

$10.5
$8.2

$5.0

$10.1
$7.2$7.4

$6.7
$2.4

$0.0

FY Period

$10.2

Total Out-of-State Contracts (M)
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
PAVILION OCCUPANCY STATUS
AS OF AUGUST 2013

Pavilion

Occupants

Assigned

Availabl
e

I

Robert Pianta

Winter
2010

Fall
2013

II

Meredith Woo

III

Harry Harding

Comments
Occupied Pavilion III
from Spring 2008 until
Winter 2010

Septembe Septembe
r 2009
r 2014
Spring
Spring
2010
2015

IV

Larry J. Sabato

October
2002

Spring
2018

V & Annex

Patricia Lampkin

Spring
2008

Summer
2015

VI

Robert D. Sweeney

Fall
2012

Fall
2017

VII

Colonnade Club

VIII Upper
Apartment

John Colley

April
2011

April
2016

VIII Terrace
Apartment

Gerald Warburg

March
2012

March
2017

IX

Dorrie Fontaine

X

Nancy E. Dunlap,
M.D.

Montebello

James H. Aylor

Sunnyside

Artificial Pancreas
Project

Weedon House

Carl P. Zeithaml

July
2011
May
2013
April
2012
April
2013
July
2011

July
2016
November
2014
August
2015
March
2015
July
2016

Extended an additional
five years in November
2010, from Spring 2013
to May 11, 2018
Occupied Pavilion III
from Summer 2005 until
Spring 2008
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION
South Lawn
Executive Summary
August 22, 2013
I. Background: As a part of its oversight of the University’s
Capital Program, the Executive Review Committee for Capital
Development stipulated in April 2004 that Post Occupancy
Evaluations (POE) be completed for major capital projects.
II. Purpose: The Post-Occupancy Evaluation (POE) process is a
“lessons learned” exercise to improve the design, construction,
operation, and user satisfaction of future buildings by
providing an assessment of completed projects. The process
identifies architectural, engineering, interior, and other
functional components that work well and those that are
problematic. The process supports the University’s Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program by addressing
the LEED credit requiring a survey of occupant satisfaction with
thermal comfort.
III. Methodology: Information was gathered through 1) a webbased survey distributed to faculty, staff, and students, 2) an
assessment by maintenance staff, and 3) a post-survey assessment
meeting. The effort was led by a team of six individuals: the
Senior Program Manager and the University Landscape Architect
from the Office of the Architect for the University, the Senior
Academic Facility Planner and the Associate Provost for Academic
Support and Classroom Management from the Office of the
Executive Vice President and Provost, the Director of Space
Planning and Management from the College and Graduate School of
Arts & Sciences, and the Associate Director for Work Management
for Facilities Management. Review and guidance were provided by
the Architect for the University, the Chief Facilities Officer,
and the University Building Official.
IV. Project Description: The South Lawn is 109,000 gross
square foot academic complex located on the south side of
Jefferson Park Avenue opposite New Cabell Hall. It is comprised
of three buildings, Gibson Hall, Nau Hall and the Commons
Building, and includes a 100-foot-wide terrace over Jefferson
Park Avenue, which connects the complex with the Central
Grounds. The South Lawn is a College and Graduate School of
Arts & Sciences facility accommodating the departments of
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History, Politics and Religious Studies and a number of
interdisciplinary programs.
Gibson and Nau halls contain classrooms and seminar rooms,
conference and meeting rooms, offices, lounges and student
spaces. The Commons serves as the main entrance for the
complex, and contains a large lecture hall, lounges, and a café.
The landscape includes outdoor terraces, courtyards, and
gardens.
The Foster Historic Site, which is east of Nau Hall, provides a
public garden with interpretive exhibits and signage describing
archaeological findings from the Foster Dwelling and Cemetery
excavation, and recognizing the history of free black property
owner Catherine Foster, her family, and the Charlottesville
community once known as “Canada.”
Construction began in May 2007, and was completed in phases with
Nau and Gibson Halls completed in January 2010 and the Commons
Building and terrace completed in August 2010. The project
received a LEED Gold certification.
V. Survey Response Rate: The survey was distributed to 2,443
faculty, staff, and students. There were 6 respondents for an
overall response rate of 8%. The faculty response rate was 62%
with 74 of 1 faculty responding. The staff rate was 55% with 6
of 11 staff responding. The student rate was 5% with 116 of
2,313 students responding.
VI. Overall Building Assessment: From the perspective of the
College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, the South Lawn
project has been a tremendous success for the School and the
University. The History, Politics, and Religious Studies
Departments and programs housed at South Lawn are very pleased
with their new home. Nau Auditorium is an outstanding lecture
and event space. The buildings provide an important and
previously nonexistent commons space. They house excellent
classrooms, professional and well-designed offices, and graduate
student and general student spaces. The landscape is also a
wonderful addition to the Grounds of the University.
96% of all respondents have a positive impression of the
building. The positive response rates for faculty and students
are 96% and 97% respectively. The staff rate is 83%. A
majority of the overall assessment comments are positive. One
faculty member notes “The design seems to me an overall success.
It sits well on its landscaping.” A staff member notes “We
appreciate the building and the areas surrounding the buildings
and encourage students to be respectful of the buildings,
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furniture and spaces.” A graduate student writes “When I taught
in Nau, I would do activities outdoors with my students or go to
the café.”
Way-finding appears to be an issue with 26% of respondents
providing negative assessments. The unique building features,
such as the café, courtyard seating, and landscape, have high
positive responses. The roof terraces have lower scores;
comments indicate that people are not aware of them. The Foster
site also has a lower positive response rate. Comments indicate
that people are not aware of the site. Safety does not appear
to be an issue; response rates to the safety questions are in
line with those received on previous POEs. Only one respondent,
a student, provides a comment. “I always feel safe in the
building regardless of the hour” and “I would prefer more light
under the building (along JPA) in the evening. The overpass
especially can seem rather dodgy in the evenings.”
VII. Summary of Evaluation Findings
A. Program Areas: The South Lawn complex has 7 program areas:
1) Commons Building Lobby; 2) Nau Lecture Hall; 3) Departmental
Lobbies; 4) Classrooms and Seminar Rooms; 5) Conference Rooms
and Meeting Rooms; 6) Offices / Workstations; and 7) Student
Spaces.
1. Commons Building Lobby: The three-story atrium lobby is
the unifying feature of the South Lawn creating visual and
physical connections to the landscape and to Nau and Gibson
Halls. The lobby appears to be well received. All the
comments are positive. “I enjoy seeing how much use it gets
from students,” “I especially like the grand staircase and the
view out the east windows,” and “The lobby is very popular
with students – every table is taken whenever I come by.”
Furnishings receive lower positive assessments and higher
negative assessments than do other lobby features. They also
receive more comments with many indicating a need for more
tables and chairs. There are conflicting comments about table
sizes. Some suggest having smaller tables, and more
individualized, compact seating. Other respondents comment
about the tables being too small. “The tables are quite
small. If there is one person sitting there with a computer,
no one will share the table even if there are two more empty
chairs unless they are friends.” Respondents would like more
power outlets. Acoustics appears to be somewhat of problem;
the five acoustic comments all reference high noise levels.
2.
Nau Lecture Hall (Commons Building): 88% of respondents
indicate that this space functions well; 2% indicate that it
does not. Positive comments include “I taught in the lecture
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hall in the fall and loved it. The best teaching space for
large lectures in the entire university.” “A superb space.”
“A great space.” Room features, such as acoustics, sound
privacy and audio/visual systems, receive high positive
responses and low negative responses. With regards to seating
comfort one student notes that “The chairs/desks are a little
small. Nicer would be bigger. I am 6 feet and it is sometime
difficult to get to a seat in the middle of the row, stepping
over people.”
3.
Departmental Lobbies (Gibson and Nau Halls): 92% of
respondents indicate that these spaces are positive features;
1% do not. Comments indicate that faculty and students would
like to see more furniture. Two students note that the wooden
slat benches are uncomfortable. Three students indicate that
the lighting could be better.
4.
Classrooms and Seminar Rooms (Gibson and Nau Halls): 93%
of respondents indicate that these spaces meet their teaching
or learning needs; 3% do not. 7 of the 8 comments are
positive. “Best Building for teaching. Bar none.” “As a
student and instructor, have found the classroom spaces work
well.” The negative comment indicates that Nau Seminar Rooms
141 and 242 are too big for sections of 20 students.
5.
Conference and Meeting Rooms (Gibson and Nau Halls): 81%
of respondents indicate that these spaces meet their needs; 2%
do not. Room features tend to receive high positive response
rates and low negative rates.
6.
Offices and Workstations (Gibson and Nau Halls): 73% of
respondents indicate that these spaces meet their needs; 7% do
not. Room features tend to receive slightly higher negative
response rates when compared to the other program spaces.
7.
Student Spaces (Gibson and Nau Halls): 75% of
respondents indicate that these spaces meet their needs; 5% do
not. As with the offices and workstations, the room features
tend to receive slightly higher negative response rates when
compared to the other program spaces.
B.

Building Temperatures: Based on the survey results the
South Lawn meets the requirements of the thermal comfort
verification credit for the U.S. Green Building Council
(USGBC) LEED certification program. The credit stipulates
that a corrective action plan is to be developed if more than
20% of a building’s occupants are dissatisfied with the
building’s thermal comfort. Temperature questions were asked
for 6 of the program spaces. The negative response rates
ranged from a low of 8% to a high of 15%.
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VIII. Energy Cost Analysis: As a part of the Post Occupancy
Evaluation process, a cost-per-square-foot energy analysis was
conducted comparing the South Lawn to recently constructed
buildings with similar office/classroom use:
1. Bavaro Hall (LEED Gold)
2. Claude Moore Nursing Education Building (not LEED
certified)
3. Ruffin Hall (not LEED certified)
4. Rouss-Robertson Halls (not LEED certified)
The analysis covered a 12-month period from January 1, 2012
through December 31, 2012, and included chilled water,
electricity, and medium temperature hot water/steam. The total
annual energy costs per GSF were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

South Lawn
$1.76
Bavaro Hall
$2.27
Rouss-Robertson
$2.65
Claude Moore Nursing Education Building
$3.64
Ruffin Hall
$3.64

Of the six buildings, the South Lawn had the lowest electricity
cost per GSF, the lowest chilled water cost per GSF, and the
second lowest medium temperature hot water/steam cost per GSF.
Notably, the South Lawn’s electricity use is 58% lower than the
average of the other buildings.
At the post-survey assessment meeting, it was noted that there
were metering problems with Bavaro and Ruffin during the sample
period. Their actual annual costs, therefore, may differ from
what is shown. Even without these buildings, the analysis would
still indicate that from an energy standpoint the South Lawn is
performing well.
IX. Actions and Recommendations:
A. Commons Building Lobby Furniture: Respondents indicate that
the lobby lacks sufficient seating (44%) and tables (47%).
Numerous furniture comments are provided; furnishings, in fact,
receive more comments than any other lobby feature. Some are
conflicting. For example, some respondents suggest having
larger tables and others recommend smaller tables.
Action (Corrective): As funding is available, additional
tables and chairs should be provided. As furniture is
added or replaced, consideration should be given to
providing a variety of table sizes and seating
configurations. The College could conduct a survey to help
determine student preferences.
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Recommendations (For Future Buildings): In lobby seating
areas consideration should be given to providing a range of
table sizes and seating options with the understanding that
smaller tables in particular can be significantly
underutilized because individuals are hesitant to sit at a
small table even if seats are available when the table is
being used by a person whose materials take up a large
portion of the table surface.
B. Way-finding: 26% of respondents give way-finding a negative
assessment. This may be due to the fact that the South Lawn
consists of three interconnected buildings with multiple floors
and entrances. In addition, the central stairs in Gibson and
Nau Halls do not connect all four floors. The stairs are
divided into two sections with the lower sections connecting the
first and second floors and the upper sections connecting the
third and fourth floors. This was done so that the stairs and
the lobbies they connect could be open. The fire code requires
the use of an enclosed stair whenever a stair connects three or
more floors.
During the post-survey assessment meeting, the POE team felt
that the confusion may be exacerbated by the room numbering
system which uses a “N”prefix for the rooms in Nau and a “S”
prefix for the rooms in Gibson. The prefixes were first used
during the planning phase to denote the “north” and “south”
buildings. The team suggested that the numbering system could
be modified. For example, the building names could be used as
the prefix before each room number. Instead of S 102, the room
sign could read Gibson 102.
After the post-survey assessment meeting, the Senior Program
Manager visited the buildings and found that there is an
extensive sign system, but noticed that there are no signs at
building entrances indicating the floor level and that the signs
in the stairwells do not clearly indicate floor levels and are
not always in the line of travel. Perhaps, finding one’s way
around the buildings would be easier if a person knew the floor
level he or she had just entered.
Action (Corrective): The College will pursue the addition
of floor level signs at building entrances and in stairwell
landings. If way-finding continues to be a significant
problem, other options, such as revising the room number
prefixes, will be considered.
Recommendations (For Future Buildings): Directional
signage systems should include directories at primary
entrances and floor level signs at all building entrances.
Stairwells should have specific floor level signs adjacent
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to each exit door or in the line of travel. This was done
with the old signage in New Cabell Hall and with the
current signs in Rouss-Robertson Halls. In New Cabell Hall
the old signs adjacent to the doors state “Floor __ of Six
Floors.” In Rouss-Robertson, the signs state “Level __.”
For a building with a complicated floor plan or for a
building complex, consideration should be given to the use
of electronic directories that enable a person to locate
either a person or a room.
C. Foster Site: The response rates for the question about the
effectiveness of the Foster site treatment and its interior
exhibit are 59% positive, 34% neutral, and 7% negative. Given
the effort devoted to the development of these features, these
rates are disappointing. Comments indicate that many people are
not aware of the site. This may be due to the fact that the
site is not on a major pedestrian path and that the interior
exhibit is in a remote location on the lower level of the
Commons Building lobby. There might be a greater awareness if
the exhibit were centrally located.
Action (Corrective): Given the extensive signage system
that already exists, the POE team feels that additional
signage would not improve the visibility or awareness of
the Foster site and recommends that references to the site
be included in exhibits on African-American contributions
to the University including any digital exhibits that may
be developed. The team feels that this recommendation
should be brought to the attention of the Vice President
and Chief Officer for Diversity and Equity.
Recommendations (For Future Buildings): The South Lawn’s
treatment of the Foster Site should serve as a model for
building projects that are associated with significant
historic sites. Project teams, however, need to be aware
that such treatments by themselves may not create the
desired level of awareness and that linkages to other
University interpretive centers may be necessary.
D. Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS): The maintenance
assessment noted that there have been battery failures and
cooling problems with the South Lawn’s uninterruptible power
supply.
Action (Corrective):

These have been corrected.

Recommendations (For Future Buildings): From a maintenance
standpoint a generator is preferred over batteries for
providing uninterruptible power supply for emergency lights
and exit signage. Batteries are specialty equipment that
requires expensive maintenance contracts. If a battery
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option is chosen, the system needs to be located in a space
that is air conditioned and ventilated to remove heat from
charging and possible hydrogen accumulation if lead-acid
batteries are used.
E. Commons Building Upper Level Entrance: The maintenance
assessment noted that during heavy rains water enters the
building lobby under the upper level entry doors and cascades
down the lobby stairs. The doors are flush with the curtain
wall and do not have canopies or trench drains.
Elsewhere in the complex, it is hard to control temperatures at
building entrances that open directly into hallways without the
use of vestibules.
Action (Corrective): Corrective action for the upper level
entry doors in the Commons Building is being pursued.
Trench drains are being designed as a first measure; door
canopies may follow if the drains are not effective.
Recommendations (For Future Buildings): Main entrances
should have canopies and vestibules, if at all possible.
Ideally, a main entrance should not be located at the head
of a monumental stair to avoid the chances of the stair
becoming slippery during rains.
Building entrances that open directly into hallways should
have vestibules, and/or supplemental heating/cooling
systems. This is particularly important when offices flank
the entrances.
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Office of the University Building Official
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION
The Office of the University Building Official (OUBO) is a group of professional engineers and
architects dedicated to ensuring UVa buildings are safe, accessible, and code compliant. OUBO staff
reviews construction documents, issues building permits, performs inspections, and provides
expert technical assistance in support of building construction and renovation. Reviews and
inspections are based on state regulations governing health and safety as well as federal standards
for accessibility. The office is led by University Building Official Elaine Gall.
The Office of the University Building Official was formed in 2006 as part of the management
agreement between the University and the Commonwealth of Virginia under the Higher Education
Restructuring Act. As such, the University Building Official reports solely and directly to the
University’s Board of Visitors.

Tuttle-Dunnington and Lile-Maupin Residence Halls – August 1, 2013
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REPORT SUMMARY
The following report details work performed and goals achieved by the Office of the University
Building Official from July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013. It includes the following:
•

•

•
•

•

Summary of work related to construction, including statistics for plan reviews performed,
building permits issued, projects inspected, and new buildings opened.

Accomplishments related to organizational goals set by staff prior to the beginning of the
2012-2013 fiscal year. The report includes information on actions taken and goals achieved
during the last fiscal year. We have also included information regarding our current
Organizational Goals for the 2013-2014 fiscal year.
Highlights of process improvements made during the last year based on customer feedback
and employee innovation.

Descriptions of other staff activities, including projects for which OUBO has shared technical
expertise with other professionals within the University and throughout the state.

Staff biographies detailing the education, certifications, and recent achievements and
activities of OUBO staff.

New Cabell Hall – April 9, 2013
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CONSTRUCTION: PLANS REVIEW, BUILDING PERMITS, AND
CERTIFICATES OF OCCUPANCY
The primary focus of Office of the University Building Official staff is to ensure all newly constructed
buildings are built in accordance with state regulations and federal accessibility guidelines. Staff
also works to ensure such projects meet the University’s own Facility Design Guidelines so that new
buildings are of appropriate quality and energy efficiency. Projects involving renovations of
existing buildings are similarly measured for code compliance and value. OUBO staff reviews
design drawings, issues building permits, offers technical expertise, and performs onsite
inspections in order to verify that designs and construction meet these standards.

OUBO performed plan reviews for 593 submittals last year which is down from the peak of 646 for
the 2011-2012 reporting year. Projects for last year break down as follows:
Academic:
Athletics:
Health:
Housing:
UVa Wise:
Others:

306
15
146
54
13
59

The chart below illustrates how these numbers compare to previous years.
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It should be noted that staff has directed efforts at reducing resubmittals as part of our ongoing goal
to improve efficiencies and assist clients in achieving code compliance. This is further reflected by
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noting that the number of plan reviews decreased while the number of building permits issued
increased OUBO issued a total of 258 building permits in the 2012-2013 fiscal year compared to
170 during the 2011-2012 fiscal year. Permits issued during 2012-2013 included:
Academic:
Athletics:
Health:
Housing:
UVa Wise:
Others:

135
15
68
12
6
22

The following chart shows the number of permits issued during the 2012-2013 reporting year
compared to the three previous years. As indicated, the number of permits increased significantly
this year. This is due to a number of factors. While large construction has slowed somewhat, there
are more small projects being performed in existing structures. There are also more partial permits
issued as projects are broken into phases for expediency.
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All projects require numerous inspections to ensure that work is performed in accordance with the
approved drawings, UVA Facility Design Guidelines, and most importantly, state codes and
regulations. OUBO staff is onsite frequently confirming proper installation and operation of various
engineered systems including fire suppression, accessibility features, egress components, and other
issues related to health and safety for occupants.
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MAJOR PROJECTS COMPLETED INCLUDE:

Academical Village Chimney Repairs and Fire Suppression System
George Welsh Indoor Practice Facility
Greear Gymnasium Renovations (Wise)
Lacy Hall
Landscape Shop
Lile-Maupin Residence Hall
McLeod Hall 3rd Floor Renovation

N2 Temporary Dining Facility

New Cabell Hall Phase 1
Newcomb Hall Addition and Renovations

Old Jordan Hall HVAC Refurbishment
Pavilion X Renovation
South Slaughter Hall Addition and Renovation
Caplin Theatre
Tuttle-Dunnington Residence Hall
University Hospital Final Phases of Radiology Projects
University Hospital Fire Alarm System Infrastructure Upgrade
West Complex X-Ray Wing Renovation

George Welsh Indoor Practice Facility – March 14, 2013
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ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS:
PAST ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE STRATEGIES
COMPLETED ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS: JULY 2012 - JUNE 2013

The Office of the University Building Official successfully met their organizational goals for the
2012-2013 reporting year. The four main strategic goals related to performance improvements
and monitoring, customer service and collaboration, and improved efficiencies both within our own
office and for the University’s built environment. Organizational goals, their related actions, and
status of achievements are as follows.
1) Review Organizational Performance
a) Continue to participate in VPMB’s Performance Assessment Workgroup to comprehensively
evaluate performance and performance-measuring tools. Completed
b) Complete OUBO Performance Assessment Action Plan as informed by the assessment work
to date. Completed

c) Identify comparative organizations for benchmarking and formalize means for information
sharing, service assessments, and quality control. Ongoing: Interaction with officials from
Harvard with methodologies evaluated for possible systems that could be emulated at UVA.
Also identified James Madison Chapter of Virginia Building and Code Officials Association as
local resource for information sharing. Primary comparative organizations remain Virginia
Tech and College of William and Mary.
2) Enhance Collaboration and Governance
a) Identify and meet with focus group from internal customer service survey. Distill
information into action plans as appropriate. Completed: OUBO has instituted the following
improvements based on feedback and details of new procedures are located on our website:
i) Policy regarding second submissions, known as the Yellow-Out Policy, was adopted to
reduce resubmittals.
ii) “Very Small Project” reviews for which clients may submit documents and have a
table-top review completed between 3:00 and 4:00PM each Wednesday. This review
option was implemented into the 4th quarter of the year and provided expedited
reviews and faster permit approvals.
b) Consider means to gain feedback from external customers. Ongoing as staff seeks
professional means of gathering formal feedback from external customers to be considered.
3) Explore Efficiencies and Timeliness
a) Complete OUBO website. Completed and launched December 2012.
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b) Proactively engage stakeholders with goal of minimizing or eliminating requirements in the
Facilities Design Guidelines while maintaining necessary construction standards. Guidelines
completed by target date of May 1, 2013.
c) Monitor performance measures and further assess results and measurement tools. Ongoing
as Report is completed and evaluated quarterly.

4) Inter-Departmental Partnerships and Support
a) Develop flowcharts for OUBO reviews and building permits to assist customers through the
process and avoid unnecessary delays. Evaluate for simplification. Completed and
expanded.
b) Create and implement an “orientation” package for new Facilities Management employees.
Completed.
c) Develop “Top 10” items list for sprinkler and fire alarm shop drawings. Completed.

Jordan Hall Exhaust Systems – October 5, 2012
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CURRENT ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS: JULY 2013 - JUNE 2014

OUBO staff has set strategic goals for the current year as listed below. Some goals seek new
approaches for ongoing improvements to efficiency and service. Other goals relate to the state’s
upcoming adoption of new codes and the need to educate both ourselves and our clients. The final
goal seeks to continue operational excellence through continuous monitoring of performance
measures and customer feedback.
1) Enhance Collaboration and Governance – Complete by June 1, 2014.
a) Utilize cross-functional partnerships to enhance overall effectiveness of the construction
process on grounds.
b) Seek to further develop and enhance collaboration with UVa Wise to improve service
delivery.

c) Proactively seek ongoing feedback related to process improvements and services offered.

2) Enrich Technical Expertise and Enhance Messaging – Complete by June 1, 2014.
a) Prepare for state’s transition from 2009 to 2012 Building Codes. Evaluate alternative
resources and workload trends to minimize effect of state-mandated training.
b) Optimize existing methods of communications and investigate alternatives to apprise
clients of potential code issues and upcoming technical changes.

c) Increase staff involvement in other state and local professional organizations as a means to
benchmark procedures and performance against others.

3) Optimize OUBO Resources - Complete by June 1, 2014
a) Optimize workspace environment to improve personnel efficiencies and to project a
professional impression to clients. Seek alternative sites to provide a more cohesive setting
for all employees.

b) Seek methods to reduce paper storage through improved technologies such as evaluation of
using larger monitors for review of digital plans and providing electronic codes to all
reviewers. Evaluate alternative locations for long-term storage.

c) Upgrade current electronic filing system to improve consistency and accelerate access to
currently applicable files while archiving or purging outdated materials.

4) Monitor Organizational Performance - Complete by June 1, 2014.
a) Monitor organizational performance utilizing quarterly data. Continuously evaluate to
ensure appropriate performance measures are used.

b) Analyze data and trends to inform decisions related to priorities and allocation of resources.

c) Continue to participate in VPMB’s Performance Assessment efforts and utilize tools to seek
methods of improvement based on customer feedback and employee innovation.
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ADDITIONAL STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACTIVITIES

OUBO staff members utilize many avenues to share technical expertise with others while also
seeking opportunities for continuing education. This is done at both the University level and in
outreach to other communities and professional organizations.

During 2012-2013, OUBO staff members were involved in a number of special University
committees and projects. Among these was participation on the Accessibility and HVAC
committees. Staff also provided specialized assistance with the structural problems and
subsequent reconstruction of the McCormick Road Bridge. In addition, staff frequently provided
technical assistance to fire marshals for both the Health System and Environmental Health and
Safety. Specialized evaluation and assistance was provided to determine the suitability of various
UVa structures for use as State Managed Shelters in cases of emergency evacuation needs.

OUBO staff also maintains mutually beneficial relationships with local officials. The Charlottesville
Fire Department is regularly consulted to ensure that acceptable provisions are made for
emergency access to UVa buildings. We also participated in the selection process for the newly
appointed Charlottesville Fire Marshal in late 2012 and have worked with him and his staff on
several fire-safety related issues. The good working relationship previously established with the
Charlottesville Building Official continued to benefit both parties this year in the resolution of
construction related issues in buildings housing UVa interests but owned by private parties.

Perhaps most beneficial to the University of Virginia is the continued high level of mutual trust
established between OUBO and the State Fire Marshal’s Office. The state continues to be challenged
with staffing shortages. However, the State Fire Marshal’s Office has allowed our staff to perform
inspections and document compliance when they are unable to schedule us for inspections on our
timeline. This benefits the University in allowing construction to continue rather than to be
delayed awaiting scarce appointments with state inspectors. Additionally, the State Fire Marshal
has worked with our office during the 2012 code change process to resolve ongoing issues related
to research laboratories.
Staff members also work with professional organizations throughout the state and country, sharing
expertise, ideas for improved processes, and taking part in educational opportunities. Details of
these activities are provided within the individual biographical sections at the end of this report.
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OFFICE OF THE UNIVERSITY BUILDING OFFICIAL STAFF
Elaine Gall, PE, CBO, CFO
University Building Official
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, Virginia Tech
M.E. in Fire Protection Engineering, University of Maryland
Elaine was appointed University Building Official in 2009. She joined the University of Virginia in
2006, serving first as Senior Fire Protection Engineer. Prior to joining UVa, Elaine served in the
Virginia State Fire Marshal’s Office as Regional Engineer for a 20 county area in Western and
Central Virginia. She also served as Building Commissioner for Roanoke County. Elaine has 28
years of professional experience in construction, code enforcement, and fire protection engineering.
She has been actively involved in code development on both the state and national levels
throughout her career.
Elaine’s current role involves the administration of Office of the University Building Official,
including the code compliance program for all construction projects at UVa. This includes UVa
College at Wise, Blandy Farm, and UVa’s various other properties throughout the state. She is also
actively involved in inspections and provides technical guidance to staff and clients.

Elaine is a registered Professional Engineer and is a Certified Building Official. She is also a
Certified Fire Official and holds certifications in Mechanical, Building, and Fire Code Plan Review
and Inspections. She is a member of the Virginia Building and Code Officials Association and the
Virginia Fire Prevention Association where she was recently elected as Second Vice-President.
Elaine has served as a Governor-appointed member of the Virginia Fire Services Board for the last
four years and represented that Board as a member of the Virginia Board of Housing and
Community Development for the last two years.
Robert Waite, AIA
Review Unit Managing Architect
B.S. in Architecture, University of Virginia

Bob joined OUBO as Senior Review Architect in December 2008. He has over 25 years of
professional experience in architectural design, project management and code compliance
inspections. He has experience in all types of building uses including health care facilities,
residential and dining facilities, athletic facilities and classroom and laboratory facilities.

At OUBO, Bob manages and distributes the reviews for all projects that the office reviews. He
coordinates with Project Managers and helps them schedule the reviews for their projects. He
assigns the processing of all building permits. He provides ADA compliance inspections and
expertise when needed and assists in reviews for architectural code compliance, constructability,
ADA compliance, and compliance with UVa’s Facilities Design Guidelines. He also assists the
University Building Official on an as-needed basis.

During the past year, Bob attended the Life Safety Code Essentials class provided by the NFPA,
classes on the Significant Changes to the International Building Code 2012 Edition and on the 2009
International Existing Building Code Fundamentals, has attended the annual meeting of the Virginia
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Building Code Officials Association and has become active in the James Madison Building Code
Officials Association. He plans on taking the coursework and exam to become a Certified Building
Official this year.

He served with the US Army as a 1st Lieutenant with the 101st Airborne Division in the Republic of
Vietnam. Bob is a registered Professional Architect in Virginia and holds certification as a State
Building Plans Examiner. Bob is a member of the American Institute of Architects (AIA).

Sathish Anabathula, PE
Senior Electrical Engineer
B.S. in Electrical Engineering, Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad, India
M.S. in Electrical Engineering, Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, LA
M.B.A., Louisiana State University, Shreveport, LA

Sathish joined OUBO as Senior Electrical Engineer in January 2010. Prior to joining UVa, he worked
as Staff Engineer for LSU Health Sciences Center for 6 years. He has over 9 years of professional
electrical engineering design, safety and code compliance experience in higher education/ health
care environment. At OUBO, he reviews plans and specifications and participates in inspections for
electrical and fire alarm systems. He also serves as in-house consultant for electrical and fire alarm
systems, and value management studies.
Sathish completed inspections of University Hospital fire alarm upgrade and is currently reviewing
plans for emergency power upgrades in the Hospital and for fire alarm upgrades in several dorms
including Page/Emmet and Gooch/Dillard. Sathish also served as teaching assistant for a graduate
electrical engineering class and completed another entitled “Ethics in Engineering Practice” from
SEAS during Spring 2013. He has signed up for the 2000 Life Safety Code training scheduled for
October 2013 in Baltimore, MD.

Sathish is a registered Professional Engineer in Virginia and Louisiana and holds Virginia DHCD and
ICC certified Electrical Plans Examiner and Commercial Electrical Inspector licenses. He is NICET
certified in fire alarm systems design. He is a Senior Member of International Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and a Member of Illuminating Engineering Society (IES)’s committee
on Education Facilities lighting.
Katherine Grove, AIA, LEED AP
Senior Review Architect
B.S. in Architecture with Minor in Architectural History, University of Virginia
M.A. in Architecture, Syracuse University
Katherine joined OUBO as Senior Review Architect in April 2012. She has 22 years of professional
experience in architectural design including 15 years as a Director/Project Manager specializing in
sustainable design/consulting and construction of institutional, mixed-use and residential projects.
She has been Project Manager for multiple LEED certified (Gold and Platinum) projects, has
presented at the national AIA and Greenbuild conventions, and maintains a licensed architectural
practice specializing in sustainable residential design.
At OUBO, she provides review and in-house consultation for architectural plans and specifications
with regard to code compliance, constructability, ADA compliance, and conformance with UVa’s
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Facilities Design Guidelines, as well as participating in value management sessions. She conducts
progress inspections for code and ADA compliance as well as inspections for temporary and final
occupancy.

Katherine is a registered Professional Architect in Virginia and a Virginia DHCD and ICC Certified
Commercial Building Plans Examiner. She recently completed Virginia Code Academy Training
Sessions towards achieving certification as a Commercial Building Inspector and a Residential Plans
Examiner, and completed LEED Existing Buildings and Maintenance Training and the ICC
Significant Changes to the 2012 International Building Code Seminar. Katherine is a member of the
American Institute of Architects (AIA) and is a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) Accredited Professional.

Ben Hays, PE, SE, LEED AP
Senior Civil/Structural Engineer
B.S. in Civil Engineering, Virginia Tech
M.S. in Civil Engineering, Virginia Tech
M.A. in Theology, Fuller Seminary
M.A. in Architectural History, University of Virginia

Ben joined OUBO as Senior Civil / Structural Engineer in November 2011. Prior to joining UVa, he
worked as a civil and structural engineer in both Virginia and California. He has over 10 years of
structural engineering design, management, and review experience. At OUBO he reviews plans and
specifications and conducts inspections related to civil and structural engineering. Additionally, he
provides in-house consultation for structural engineering related projects and participates in largeproject value management studies.
Ben is a registered Civil Engineer in Virginia and California and is also a registered Structural
Engineer in California. Additionally, he is an ICC certified Commercial Plans Examiner as well as a
LEED Accredited Professional.

Ben is a member of several professional organizations, including an Associate Member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), a member of the National Trust for Historic
Preservation, a member of the Construction History Society of America (CHSA) and a past member
of the Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC). As a member of SEAOC, he authored
several papers on the relationship between structural engineering, preservation, and sustainability.
In May 2013, Ben completed a Master’s degree in Architectural History at UVa. A portion of his
research—which is on Guastavino Vaulting at UVa—was presented at CHSA’s biennial conference at
MIT last fall. His thesis on the same topic won the Architecture Department’s Frederick Doveton
Nichols Award and will be presented at the Southeast Chapter of the Society of Architectural
Historian’s conference in Charlotte this fall.
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Ronald Herfurth, PE
Senior Mechanical Engineer
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, Virginia Tech
Ron joined OUBO as Senior Mechanical Engineer in 91. He joined the University of Virginia in 88. At
OUBO he reviews mechanical and plumbing plans and specifications and participates in inspections
of mechanical and plumbing systems. He also serves as in-house consultation for mechanical
systems and value management studies. He is a standing member and chairman of an
interdepartmental Facilities Management HVAC Committee.
Ron is a registered Professional Engineer in Virginia and holds DHCD certification as mechanical
plans examiner, plumbing plans examiner, commercial mechanical inspector, and commercial
plumbing inspector.

In the past year Ron attended a Virginia Fire Protection Association course on Commercial Kitchen
Hood Suppression System Inspections and a course from the Association of Energy Engineers
Course on energy management. Ron was recognized for 25 years of employment at the University
in July.
Ron is a member of American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers.
Sean Wallace, PE
Senior Fire Protection Engineer
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering and Physics, Virginia Commonwealth University
M.S. in Fire Protection Engineering, University of Maryland

Sean joined OUBO as a Senior Fire Protection Engineer in June 2013. Prior to joining UVA, he spent
six years at Dominion Resources Services Inc. working as a Loss Prevention & Fire Protection
Engineer. He has over 6 years of professional experience working with a wide variety of sprinkler
and special hazard fire systems, fire alarm systems and fire-resistance rated construction. His fire
protection background experience includes system design, code compliance, plan review,
commissioning, testing and inspections. At OUBO, his primary responsibility is plan review and
consultation related to fire safety provisions including fire suppression, egress and fire-resistance
rated construction.

Sean is a registered Professional Engineer in Virginia and is registered to complete Virginia Code
Academy Training Sessions towards achieving certification as a Fire Protection Plans Examiner and
Fire Protection System Inspector.
Sean is a member of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), Society of Fire Protection
Engineers (SFPE), and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME).
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From left to right: Ben Hays, Sean Wallace, Bob Waite, Elaine Gall,
Kathy Grove, Sathish Anabathula, and Ron Herfurth
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